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Good For:
Living rooms
Bedrooms

Good For:
Kitchens
Dining areas
Restaurants

Good For:
Retail stores
Hotel lobbies
Office spaces
Light therapy

Good For:
Industrial
Factories
Color evaluation
Art production
Light therapy

Good For:
Art production
Digital art
Bias lighting
Photography

Selecting the correct color temperature when 
searching for an LED lighting product is extremely
important!

Color temperature describes how “warm” or “cool” a 
light source appears to us. In terms of its spectrum, we
can also understand it as the relative balance between 
yellow/orange wavelengths vs blue wavelengths.yellow/orange wavelengths vs blue wavelengths.

If you’re unsure which color temperature best suits your
lighting application, check out our ow chart below!

LED LIGHTING
COLOR TEMPERATURE SELECTION GUIDE

2700K      3000K                    4000K                    5000K                    6500K

NO

NO

Yes, I want exactly
the same look! 

Yes, but I don’t want
it to be too yellow

Yes, and I want to
create a relaxing and
inviting atmosphere

Are you looking to replicate
the warm look of a traditional
incandescent light bulb?

Yes, but I want something
with a more neutral and
crisp color appearance.

Is this for a residential
or hospitality application?

Yes, but I want it to match
natural daylight

NO

Yes, I want a neutral,
balanced white color,
similar to sunshine

Do you want a clean, white
light that doesn’t appear
too blue or harsh?

Yes, but I need it to truly match
north-facing daylight

NO

Yes, I want a neutral,
balanced white color,
similar to daylight

Are you looking to replicate
natural daylight or perform
visually demanding tasks?

NO

Yes, I want a true match
for north-facing daylight
or D65 calibrated work

Do you need a true daylight
match for art production or
digital arts work?

That covers all of the standard 
white color temperature options!
If you haven’t been able to nd a 
color temperature option that works
for you, perhaps you need a special
color or spectral solution.


